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Abstract

With the fast development of Information Communication Technologies, the electronic mail has evolved as a convenient medium of communication and interactivity. In E-learning domain, tutors spend much time to process a large amount of e-mails. The focus of this paper is to propose a multi-agents system called EQASTO (E-mails Question Answering System using Text-mining and Ontological techniques) that is able to relieve the burden of e-mails processing. For this purpose, a combination of text-mining and ontological techniques will be useful to mine and classify semantically e-mails, fetch, generate, and send answers automatically to learners.

1. Introduction

In recent years, E-learning has been a newly growing field that helps learners to learn without time and distance barriers. The distance learning is based on the use of interactive technologies between learners and tutors.

With the ever-increasing use of Internet, e-mails have proved to be one of the main communication means between learners and tutors. But the exponential increase in the volume of e-mails can make the processing of e-mails tedious and time consuming for tutors. Therefore, the answer drafted by the tutor will be sent in few days, perhaps in few weeks and even nothing at all. This late or absence of answer has led to a serious problems, since they threaten one of the foremost objectives of E-learning, which is the development of the relations of collaboration and interactivity.

To solve this problem, an automatic processing of e-mails is very important in improving the tutor-learner interaction. For this purpose, this paper proposes a multi-agents system that combines text-mining and ontological techniques. It analyzes, classifies, and generates automatically e-mail responses. In this stage, our solution treats only e-mails in French language, but it can be adapted to other languages.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides a detailed literature survey of the related techniques of text-mining. Then, we provide an overview of our proposed methodology to analyze, classify, and answer e-mails in section 3. Finally, section 4 draws some conclusions and ideas for further research.

2. Related work

The search for relevant information was very important. Previously, the primarily difficulty consisted in having access to information. With the evolution and the technological development of data processing, mainly the speed and the reduction of the costs of storage and processing, a new field of research emerged, called Knowledge Discovery in Database where data-mining represents the essential and significant step that seeks to extract high level of knowledge from a low level of data.

The problem today, due to increasing use of the modern and unstructured forms of communication, is to filter among the profusion of information available those really exploitable. Thus, content analysis has matured into text-mining, literally excavation of textual data, which was created in the middle of 80 by the professor Don Swanson.

This section describes the main works in the literature that concern text-mining process in a general context of automatic processing of unstructured textual data. Then it provides several works which has focused on the automatic processing of electronic means of communication, especially e-mails.

2.1. Text-mining process

The text-mining, is also referred to as “Text Data Mining” or “Knowledge Discovery from textual databases”, and can be defined as a new prospect for the analysis and the automatic processing for textual database allowing the discovery of knowledge [1]. It is an interdisciplinary area involving data-mining, statistics, information retrieval and natural language processing. Therefore, the process of the text-mining is similar to a traditional process of data-mining, its
characteristic lies in the specific steps of preparation of the data due to the semi-structured or unstructured nature of the text documents being processed.

Basically, two different stages are determined for this process.

The first one is the **pre-processing** that converts a textual data into a structured form, and process documents as bags of words using a linguistic [2] and semantic analysis [3].

Various studies related with pre-processing aims to obtain a set of representative terms called no-stop-word. For this purpose, a tokenization constitutes the departure of linguistic analysis; it converts the document into tokens or words (noun, verb, pronoun, article, conjunction and preposition) without understanding their meaning or relationships (i.e. out of context). Most of them are unimportant, called stop-words (white spaces, punctuation marks, pronoun, article, conjunction and preposition), so they are selected and taken out from document. Then, remaining words will be processed by a lemmatisation operation which consists in identifying the various inflections of a token (words brought back to their canonical form, adjectives brought back to the masculine), or variations of a verb (verbs brought back to infinitive). Later, a stemming algorithm replaces a set of words having a common morphological root by their stem. For instance, “learned, learning, learner” are all reduced to the stem “learn”. This operation reduces the number of words to process, and facilitates text-mining process. Lastly, a semantic analysis aims to extract key words that identify correctly the document using the criterion of high frequency of a term in the document. Currently three statistical methods [3] exist for extraction terms. Those methods are Boolean attributes, frequency attributes and N-gram attributes. Instead the statistical methods, semantic analysis can be realised through a semantic method. This method rests on an external element that can be static (replacing words by concepts) or dynamic (adding deduced information to the document).

The second stage in text-mining process is the **text classification** or text clustering. Text classification, namely text categorization, dates back to 1960s, but it became a major subfield in the early 1990s. It is defined as assigning predefined categories to text documents, where documents can be news stories, technical reports, web pages, etc. [4]

However, text clustering is known as an important and automatic technique for unsupervised document organization into clusters (i.e. the documents sharing the same topic are grouped together), and fast information retrieval or filtering. [5]

The text clustering is different from text classification because there is no training stage by using labeled documents, and the number of clusters is unknown prior to the clustering.

There are various methods of classification that can be categorized into statistical and machine learning method.

Numerous statistical methods have been introduced, such as Hidden Markov models [6], regression models [7], discriminant analysis [8], etc.

Machine learning methods represent a general inductive process automatically builds a classifier by learning, from a set of pre-classified documents, the characteristics of the categories [9]. A wide range of learning methods has been applied to this purpose, such as k-Nearest Neighbor [10], Naive Bayes [11], Support Vector Machines [12], Voting [3], centroid classifier [9], etc.

### 2.2. E-mail processing

Electronic mail can be viewed as a special type of document as it is primarily text along with some identifying information unique to it (e.g., from, to, subject, cc, attachments and so on). [13] In the past few years, with the advent of text-mining, the examination of e-mail started to get an increased attention of a growing number of researchers.

As already mentioned in the onset of this section, there has been a vast literature on text-mining. Furthermore, there has been many works on classification and clustering e-mails that have been applied to e-mail processing in order to reduce information overload.

In the aim to scout what had been done previously by others, existing research to automatically classify incoming e-mails can be broadly categorized into: rule based classification [14]; machine learning method such as Decision Trees learning [15], Support Vector Machines [16], Naïve Bayes [17]; ontology classification e-mails [18].

The original motivation of this work is based on the fact that, although various techniques have been applied to e-mail categorization, it still confronted some challenging issues. The most significant issues are the high costs of classification errors due to the unformed content of e-mails; earlier works was focused especially for the commercial field and they prevent on the level of e-mails classification and filtering; and a few researches establish semi automatic answers which require a human intervention for the choice of the recommended reply template or the checking.

For example, Weng & al. [19] classifies customer e-mails using multiple concepts, suggests relevant reply templates to quickly and accurately answer customer e-mails, and then customer service staff still has to choice and send the correct reply template to the customer. Besides, the process of sending the reply e-mail still manual.

Moreover, the major problem which arises in the majority of research of classifications of e-mail is...
that they do not process e-mails which comprise more than one function of classification.

To address those issues, we propose in this study a new solution of automatic processing and response of e-mails in e-learning field in order to decrease the number of e-mails processed by human tutors and accelerate the process of reply e-mails.

3. Proposed system

Within a virtual learning environment, the proposed system EQASTO (E-mails Question Answering System using Text-mining and Ontological techniques) aims to improve e-learning by means of integrating an e-mail processing system based on intelligent agents. The overall flow of the e-mail processing architecture is shown in Figure 1.

As they mentioned in Figure 1, three major layers are outlined: e-mails analysis, e-mails classification and E-mails questions answering.

A brief description of each processing layer is given below.

3.1. E-mails analysis

The first step in our e-mail processing is to carry out an analysis of the learner’s e-mails. The purpose of this step is to get a structured representation that will be used to cluster e-mails accordingly to their semantics. For that, we propose to use the text-mining techniques as a strategy for parsing learner’s e-mails. Within a Multi-Agents System (MAS), the structure of e-mails analysis is depicted in Figure 2.

The e-mails analysis structure uses a software agent called “Preparer Agent” that receive (1) e-mails from the “Collector Agent” and transfer (3) the result of her process to the “Classifier Agent”. As its name indicates, the “Collector Agent” makes only the collection and the multiple transmission of received e-mails without any processing to the “Preparer Agent”. This last one made up a first processing (2) of the received e-mails in order to facilitate the step of classification and extraction of information. This first module of e-mail analysis consists on two tasks:

3.1.1. E-mails conversion. E-mails are unstructured by nature. So, the “Preparer Agent” converts every e-mail into a structured representation. In this study, we choose to represent the e-mail’s HTML format in a textual file that contains mainly two parts: the first one contains information of addressing (such as the Sender, Recipients and Subject) and the second part contains the body of e-mail.

In the e-mail conversion task, the “Preparer Agent” focus only on the first part that will be parsed and tokenized through the text-mining techniques to get information about: Sender (From), Recipient (To, CC, Bcc) and Subject. Attachments are considered part of the body and are processed in future work.
3.1.2. E-mails mining. The second part of each textual file is parsed now using the text-mining process with some adjusts in order to extract the relevant e-mail body features. Indeed, the text-mining is applied to textual data. And since our treatment is carried out on e-mail, a special form of textual data, we named this task the process of E-mail mining. The sequence of execution of this process is attested in Figure 3.

Firstly, the "Preparer Agent" apply the linguistic parsing, that consists to tokenize the second part of textual file into words. A standard stop-word list is used to remove stop words, such as whitespace or special characters. Then, remaining words are stemmed to their root in order to facilitate the next parsing.

Second, in order to extract key words that identify correctly the e-mail, a semantic analysis is applied to choose the most important words of e-mails which would be preserved for the classification process. For that, the "Preparer Agent" picks the most significant words of e-mails using an e-learning taxonomy. Then, the "Preparer Agent" extracts the concept connected to each retained word. In fact, these concepts maintain the semantic significance of original terms in order to be used in the inference of classification rules. Next, an automatic transposition of textual questions into structured form must be run in the goal to be exploited automatically in the process of e-mails questions answering. This transposition must be entirely explicit, i.e. to follow a structured model and to be expressed in a clear and definite vocabulary (for example the question "who is" seeks a person, the question "Why" waits a raison). Thus, we propose to use ontology techniques which are the receptacle of this treatment.

Finally, each e-mail is represented by a set of concepts that will be useful for the next process called e-mails classification.

3.2. E-mails classification

E-mail classification process can be stated as follows. Given a training set of labeled e-mails $E_{train} = \{(e_1, c_1), (e_2, c_2) \ldots (e_n, c_n)\}$, where $e_i$ is an e-mail from an e-mail set $E$ and $c_i$ is the label chosen from a predefined set of categories $C$. This process attempt to infer a classifier that can correctly classify a test set $E_{test}$.

In order to classify e-mail by similar topics, we must first determine the set of categories, and then automatically classify e-mails into the appropriate one. For that, an approach oriented software agents for a semantic classification that links e-mails to ontological concepts is proposed.

Figure 4 summarizes the e-mail classification process used in predicting the category of e-mails.

The framework of this second stage consists on two tasks: fixing categories, and classification.

3.2.1. Fixing categories. In order to identify the various significances and functions of communication via e-mails between learners and their tutors, we decided to invest a similar study of Thao Lê & al. [20] which 1478 learner’s e-mails was analyzed. This study acknowledges that topic’s e-mails were divided into 10 categories, which can be grouped in three principal clusters called:

- **Cluster 1**: procedural function.
- **Cluster 2**: social function.
- **Cluster 3**: cognitive function.

Figure 5 proves clearly that learners’ e-mail are concentrated on procedural function (64%), and less on social subjects (34%) and seldom on the cognitive function (2%).
The categories are sorted according to an order of prevalence. This order helps us, in the case of a manual processing, to identify the urgent e-mails of those which aren’t.

Table 1 shows the 10 most frequent categories which are ranked in the following enumeration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural function</th>
<th>Social function</th>
<th>Cognitive function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requesting.</td>
<td>Thinking.</td>
<td>Discussing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirming.</td>
<td>Referring.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying.</td>
<td>Complimenting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaining.</td>
<td>Greeting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We notice nowadays that learners use synchronous methods of communication such as Facebook and Skype for the cognitive function. Thus, we admit that this function become out of date. Hence, our system will focus only procedural and social e-mail’s clusters.

Basing on these two functions, we develop taxonomy of e-learning e-mail’s questions. This taxonomy represent a set of rules of classification describing ontology associated with learner’s e-mails, and will be stored in the Knowledge Base (KB). The drawback in the study of Thao Lê & al. [20] is it doesn’t process e-mails which comprise more than one function. In this paper, we use category priority to solve this kind of classification problem, i.e. we classify this type of e-mails in the most dominant function and we mention that they comprise other functions in order to process them in a specific way of the other e-mails.

3.2.2. Classification process. The semantic classification of e-mail is carried out by several classification agents. Each one is associated to particular cluster of e-learning’s ontology. Using the KB, each classifier agent applies the rules of classification in order to find the relation between the set of retained concepts of each e-mail with the category which is entrusted to him. The combination of the discovered relations gives the set of categories that will be ranked as it is shown in the previous section. Then, the result of this process will be transmitted (3) to the "Fetching Agent".

When no relation is found, the "Classifier Agent" sends (2) the e-mail’s information to the "Updator Agent", and a notification of waiting to the "Sender Agent". This last one sends an acknowledgement of delivery to the learner to reassure him that his e-mail was taken into consideration.

The "Updator Agent" fetches the original e-mail, stored in EDB, and sends it to the tutor to be processed.

After receiving a special file from the tutor, the "Updator Agent" can make two actions. It updates the set of rules of an existing category fixed by the tutor, or adds a label of new category to the KB to indicate that a new category appeared and then create their rules in order to be employed in future classifications.

3.3. E-mail Question Answering

The E-mail Question Answering (EQA) process represents the task of extracting the right answer from a large collection of documents where the answer to a natural language e-mail’s question lies.

In this study, we develop an EQA system able to answer e-mail’s questions according to the e-learning questions taxonomy.

This EQA system is focused on procedural and social categories. Its main components are summarized in two steps: fetch answer, and formulate answer. Figure 6 graphically shows the execution sequence of these components which are related to each other and executed by specifics agents.

3.3.1. Fetch answer. The answer of the e-mail’s question is fetch, by the "Fetching Agent", in our Courses Data Base (CDB) using the e-learning ontology. This step is only reserved for the procedural function’s e-mails. To do it, two steps are necessary:

- Documents retrieval: The obtained information from the analysis process is used by this step to perform a selection of relevant documents from our CDB.

![Figure 6. Architecture of the EQA process](image)
Relevant passages selection: with the purpose of identifying and picking out relevant text passages that are susceptible of containing the search answer, the "Fetching Agent" performs an ontological analysis of the relevant documents set using the types of questions detected in the phase of e-mails analysis. The selected fragments of documents will be sending automatically to the "Responder Agent". If no document is found, the "Sender Agent" sends an acknowledgement of delivery to the learner. Simultaneous, the "Fetching Agent" sends the original e-mail towards the e-mails box of the tutor for manual processing. The tutor is so invited to answer manually e-mails by order of importance of the categories according to two alternatives. Either he will select the fragment containing the response if there exists in one of the courses stored in our DBC. Or, in the event of absence of answer, he updates the DBC by adding another course which must be indexed and finally he locates the fragment containing the answer. In the two alternatives, the tutor transmits the response to the "Fetching Agent". This later will treat the received information, and thereafter transmits the answer towards another agent in charge of the procedure of formulation the final answer.

3.3.2. Formulate answer. The set of alternative text fragments obtained from the previous process will be processed by the "Responder Agent" with the purpose of choosing the search answer. Then, this agent chooses an appropriate response template from a several standard templates, stored in our TDB, on which it can apply to formulate the final answer. Finally, the answer of the e-mail’s question will be sending by a "Sender Agent" to the learner.

4. Conclusion

E-Mail has proven to be one of the main communication means between learners and tutors within a virtual campus. It is due to its simplicity of use, popularity, and speed of delivery. But the exponential increase in the volume of e-mails can make the manual processing of e-mails tedious and time consuming for tutors. Consequently, learners receive response of their e-mails after many days and perhaps no answers will be sent. In order to assist the learners in learning effectively, it is necessary to provide an appropriate learning environment.

This work describes the architecture of an e-mail processing system using text-mining and ontology techniques in e-learning framework in order to decrease the number of e-mails processed by human tutors and accelerate the process of e-mail’s reply.

The proposed system called EQASTO (E-mails Question Answering System using Text-mining and Ontological techniques) incorporates several dimensions such as: e-mail analysis carrying out a transformation of the original e-mail into a structured representation, e-mail classification ensuring a semantic classification of e-mails and finally e-mail question answering allowing to seek, formulate and send automatically answers to learners.

Our future work is to generalize this system to other languages such as English and Arabic. Also, we will implement an intelligent tutorial system in order to remove human tutor by a virtual one.
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